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Abstract

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation solves knowledge
transfer along with the coexistence of well-annotated source
domain and unlabeled target instances. However, the
source domain in many practical applications is not al-
ways accessible due to data privacy or the insufficient mem-
ory storage for small devices. This scenario defined as
Source-free Domain Adaptation only allows accessing the
well-trained source model for target learning. To address
the challenge of source data unavailability, we develop an
Adaptive Adversarial Network (A2Net) including three
components. Specifically, the first one named Adaptive Ad-
versarial Inference seeks a target-specific classifier to ad-
vance the recognition of samples which the provided source-
specific classifier difficultly identifies. Then, the Contrastive
Category-wise Matching module exploits the positive rela-
tion of every two target images to enforce the compactness
of subspace for each category. Thirdly, Self-Supervised Ro-
tation facilitates the model to learn additional semantics
from target images by themselves. Extensive experiments
on the popular cross-domain benchmarks verify the effec-
tiveness of our proposed model on solving adaptation task
without any source data.

1. Introduction
Recent years witness great promising achievements from

the exploration of deep neural network (DNN) in the prac-
tical scenarios, i.e., image classification, segmentation and
detection [20, 47, 24, 48]. However, DNN model easily suf-
fers from severe performance degradation when evaluated
on test data (target domain) lying in different distribution
from the training instances (source domain). Such discrep-
ancy termed as domain shift [9, 36] results from the vary-
ing environments or devices [28] and various image styles
[49]. To tackle the challenge, unsupervised domain adap-
tation (UDA) attracts increasing attention and achieves en-
couraging results by using deep learning architecture.

Conventional UDA assumes the cross-domain data is
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of high-level source (black) and tar-
get (red) feature distributions from the trained source model. The
target samples can be divided into two subsets: source-similar and
source-dissimilar sets. Square and circle represent two different
categories. A2Net adaptively learns a new classifier (dashed)
based on the frozen classifier (solid) trained in source domain.

available during model training, so that it effectively mea-
sures and eliminates the domain discrepancy [7, 39, 42].
Based on this assumption, the mainstream solutions of UDA
are roughly divided into two paradigms. One branch at-
tempts to transform source and target data into the high-
level feature space with the consistent statistical moments
to achieve the alignment of their feature distributions [14,
26, 41, 3, 16]. As for the representative work maximum
mean discrepancy (MMD), the learned cross-domain fea-
tures are enforced to share the identical first-order moment.
The other branch devotes more efforts to the deployment
of adversarial framework [27, 33, 2]. The core strategy is
exploiting feature generator to deceive the domain discrim-
inator so that it fails to recognize which domain the fea-
ture comes from. Despite the successes of these methods,
it is not hard to observe that they heavily depend on the
co-existence of source and target data. However, abundant
application scenarios cannot always meet the basic assump-
tion of UDA due to data privacy and memory constraint of
small devices. For instance, the training benchmark of Im-
ageNet [6] contains 14 million images occupying hundreds
gigabytes storage, which is a huge burden for small-storage
equipment. Moreover, many industries such as hospitals are
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restricted to share their sensitive data with external sites.

The conflict between the practical demand and UDA set-
ting motivates the novel research direction named Source-
free Domain Adaptation where we are only provided with
the well-trained source model instead of well-annotated
source data to achieve adaptation to target data. Recently,
a few research efforts [21, 19] start exploring this new sce-
nario on cross-domain classification task by assuming that
the source classifier contains sufficient knowledge. Thus,
they both attempt to directly adjust target features to adapt
the source classifier. Among them, SHOT [21], as a sim-
ple yet efficient method, freezes the source classifier and
integrates pseudo-label supervision and entropy minimiza-
tion [46] to shorten the distance between target features
and source classification boundary. Similarly, MA [19] first
considers source classifier as an anchor to guide the gener-
ation of new target samples closer to the source domain and
then adopts adversarial strategy to achieve domain align-
ment. In addition, SoFA [43] adopts self-supervised re-
construction to extract more discriminative knowledge from
target images themselves to improve the classification abil-
ity of model. However, when the data in source domain is
imbalanced or insufficient, the above methods with frozen
classifier becomes vulnerable due to the lower generaliza-
tion of source classifier. It is difficult for these approaches
to move abundant target features with large variance into the
small source classification boundary. For example, as illus-
trated in Figure 1, the source classifier (solid line) trained
on the imbalanced data where circle class has only a few
data points. Restricted by the frozen classifier, this, unfortu-
nately, leads to a bad classification performance in source-
dissimilar set. From another perspective, we post a ques-
tion: “Can we seek a novel target-specific classifier during
model optimization and adapt it to the target features?”.

Along with such a question, we propose a novel Adap-
tive Adversarial Network (A2Net) to address the Source-
Free Domain Adaptation. To achieve flexible adjustment
for classifier and preserve the original source knowledge,
our work firstly introduces a novel target classifier and
then exploits dual-classifier design to achieve adversar-
ial domain-level alignment and contrastive category-wise
matching (CCM). Concretely, according to the predictions
of source and target classifiers, we adaptively divide target
samples into two categories: source-similar set and source-
dissimilar one. By building such an adversarial relation be-
tween dual-classifier and feature generator, A2Net grad-
ually eliminates the significant difference across source-
similar and source-dissimilar sets and remedies the defect of
the frozen source classifier by updating the target classifier.
To further learn discriminative features, our work considers
the relation of paired samples consisting two any target im-
ages as three levels: positive, uncertain and negative pairs,
and develops contrastive category-wise matching over all

positive pairs to intensify their association. The main con-
tributions of our work are summarized as three folds:

• First, the proposed A2Net integrates a new flex-
ible classifier to be available for optimization and
the frozen source classifier to form the dual-classifier
architecture which we use to adaptively distinguish
source-similar target samples from source-dissimilar
ones and achieve alignment across them.

• Second, A2Net learns robust and discriminative fea-
tures in a self-supervised learning manner. Specifi-
cally, the contrastive category-wise matching module
relies on source knowledge to explore the association
of the paired target features and enforce the positive
relation to achieve category-wise alignment.

• Finally, we further enhance the model to learn ad-
ditional semantics through a self-supervised rotation.
Experimental results on three benchmarks fully verify
the effectiveness of A2Net for source-free scenario.

2. Related Works
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) aims to transfer
knowledge of source domain to achieve the classification of
unsupervised target domain [12]. And these two domains
share the identical label space yet with different distribu-
tions due to the varying conditions [13, 35]. During the
training stage, the models have the access to well-annotated
source data and unlabeled target data. Thus, the intuition
is to learn domain-invariant representation with all avail-
able data so that the well-trained source model is directly
applied to the target data. Recently, many efforts [46, 38]
make significant progress on this exploration by designing
various distribution alignment criteria. From domain-level
alignment, several works [26, 31] attempt to match vari-
ous order moments across source and target distributions,
while others [33, 46] introduce discriminator to achieve ad-
versarial game between feature generator and discrimina-
tor. As for the category-wise alignment, CAN [14] exploits
the pseudo-label of target sample to reduce the intra-class
distance and learn more compact category subspace. In
terms of the sample-wise alignment, a few works [18, 5]
extract and optimize sample-to-sample association via opti-
mal transport. Although these methods actually have facil-
itated model with powerful adaptation ability, they heavily
rely on availability of two domains’ data, which conflicts
with the real applications due to the data privacy and mem-
ory constraint of small devices. To surmount the bottleneck
of UDA, we consider source-free domain adaptation and de-
velop an adaptive adversarial network.
Source-free Domain Adaptation provides the well-trained
source model and target data without any access to source
data during the training stage. Under this condition, the
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Figure 2. Overview of our Adaptive Adversarial Network (A2Net) on solving source-free domain adaptation. Given the trained source
model including feature extractor F (·) and source classifier Cs(·), we transfer it to identify the target images without source data. To
address such a challenge, A2Net first adaptively distinguishes source-similar target samples from source-dissimilar ones, and adopts
soft-adversarial manner with the introduced target classifier to eliminate their discrepancy. Second, our method explores the contrastive
category-wise matching (CCM) to reinforce the relation of positive paired samples. Third, A2Net exploits self-supervised rotation to
learn more robust and discriminative features.

conventional UDA methods become invalid since they fail
to match source feature with target ones. Most recently,
[19, 17, 21] discover that the original trained model con-
ceals lots of knowledge of source feature distribution. Thus,
with the supervision of source classifier, [19, 17] attempt
to produce novel target samples closer to source domain
and then align the novel and original target instances in
high-level features via adversarial manner. Similarly, [21]
freezes the source classifier and applies pseudo-label to op-
timize feature generator, which aims to move target fea-
tures into the unseen source feature domain. However, the
significant domain discrepancy or imbalanced distribution
of source domain has a negative influence on the general-
ization of source model, which increases the difficulty of
adapting target feature to source classifier. Differently, our
work introduces a novel flexible target classifier under dual-
classifier architecture with the frozen source classifier. The
dual-classifier firstly assists to adaptively discover source-
similar and source-dissimilar target sets, and fights with the
feature generator to achieve the alignment across the two
subsets. In addition, we adopt self-supervised manners, i.e.,
category-wise matching and rotation recognition, to learn
more discriminative representations.

3. The Proposed Method
3.1. Preliminaries

Given the well-annotated source domain Ds =
{(xs

i , y
s
i )} and unlabeled target instances Dt = {xt

i}, the
conventional UDA methods [40, 23, 45, 34] attempt to elim-
inate domain discrepancy by training a model with the avail-
able cross-domain data. However, the practical applications
sometimes are restricted to access to original source raw
data due to data privacy and/or memory constraint of small
devices, which motivates the more challenging Source-Free
Domain Adaptation. When adapting to target domain in the

novel scenario, we only deploy well-trained source model
including feature extractor F (·) and classifier Cs(·) to rec-
ognize target samples without any source instances for ex-
plicit cross-domain alignment. With the main exploration
on how to adapt model to target classification task, our work
follows the protocol [21] to train source model by optimiz-
ing the F (·) and Cs(·) with the supervisor of source anno-
tation and neglect the specific description on this part.

3.2. A2Net: Adaptive Adversarial Network

From the investigation of Figure 1, the considerable do-
main discrepancy results in the mismatch of feature distri-
bution across source and target domains. Fortunately, there
exist some ready-to-recognize target instances similar to
source domain distribution for each category. Thus, target
high-level features can be divided into two types: source-
similar features and source-dissimilar ones. The source
classifier Cs(·) confidently identifies source-similar sam-
ples. However, it difficultly provides accurate labels for the
remaining, especially when trained on insufficient data in
source domain. Under such condition, the frozen source
classifier in SHOT [21] becomes invalid for the classifi-
cation of source-dissimilar features, since it is difficult to
adapt abundant target features with large variance to Cs(·)
with the lower generalization. To avoid the defect, we pro-
pose a novel method named Adaptive Adversarial Network
(A2Net) in Fig. 2 which alternatively develops a learn-
able classifier Ct(·) to adapt target feature distribution. The
introduced target classifier not only should accurately iden-
tify source-similar target feature as Cs but also improves the
recognition ability on source-dissimilar ones. Along with
the mentioned expectation, the first challenge is to distin-
guish source-similar features from source-dissimilar ones.
However, it is non-trivial to make the decision due to the dif-
ficulty of measuring distance between data points and class
boundary in high-dimensional feature space.
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3.2.1 Soft-Adversarial Inference

Motivated by the voting strategy, we compare the output
of classifiers to adaptively determine the type of features.
Specifically, each target sample through two classifiers in
Figure 2 achieves its probability distribution of category be-
fore Softmax operation psi = Cs(F (xt

i)) ∈ RK and pti =
Ct(F (xt

i)) ∈ RK , where K is the number of class. Sub-
sequently, we activate the concatenation of psi and pti with
Softmax function σ(·) to access pst(i) = σ([psi p

t
i]
⊤) ∈ R2K ,

and consider αs
i =

∑K
k=1 p

st
(i)k and αt

i =
∑2K

k=K+1 p
st
(i)k as

voting scores. When αs
i is larger than αt

i, the corresponding
feature belongs to source-similar set, otherwise, it is divided
into the other subset. The definition gives us a manner to
optimize target classifier and feature extractor with the fol-
lowing formulation:

min
F,Ct

−
∑nt

i=1 I(αs
i > αt

i)σ(p
s
i ) log(σ(p

s
i ))

−
∑nt

i=1 I(αs
i ≤ αt

i)σ(p
t
i) log(σ(p

t
i)), (1)

where I(·) is the indicator function. However, such a con-
straint easily gives rise to the necessary concern “What will
happen if Ct(·) generates wrong prediction when αs

i ≤
αt
i?” Under this situation, the prediction tends to be far

away from the ground-truth. Thus, the trade-off between
accepting novel target knowledge and preserving well-
learned source knowledge becomes important, and we fur-
ther rewrite Eq. (1) as:

Lc = −
nt∑
i=1

(
αs
iσ(p

s
i ) log

(
σ(psi )

)
+ αt

iσ(p
t
i) log

(
σ(pti)

))
,

where αs
i and αt

i are frozen during optimization.
From another perspective, we also consider the source-

similar and source-dissimilar high-level features distribut-
ing in two independent domains. The alignment of them
further reduces their discrepancy to learn more discrimi-
native features. In addition, the introduced target classi-
fier Ct(·) finally has the equivalent classification ability for
source-similar ones. According to the dual-classifier de-
sign, we propose a Soft-Adversarial mechanism to address
the above demands with the formal objective function as:

min
Ct

Lc′ = −
nt∑
i=1

(αs
i log(

K∑
k=1

pst(i)k) + αt
i log(

2K∑
k=K+1

pst(i)k)),

min
F

Lc′′ = −
nt∑
i=1

(αt
i log(

K∑
k=1

pst(i)k) + αs
i log(

2K∑
k=K+1

pst(i)k)).

To explicitly understand the Soft-Adversarial loss, we
firstly illustrate that αs/t

i denotes the probability of the sam-
ple xi belonging to source-similar or source-dissimilar sub-
sets and αs

i + αt
i = 1. For the extreme condition such as

αs
i ≈ 1, the optimization of Lc′ further reduces the discrim-

inability of target classifier Ct(·) for xi. However, feature
generator engages in the inverse operation mapping xi into
high-level representation similar to source-dissimilar part
by minimizing Lc′′ . Beneficial from the adversarial manner
between feature generator and classifiers, we further align
source-closer and source-dissimilar sets and eliminate the
difference of classifiers.

3.2.2 Contrastive Category-wise Matching

The core motivation of adaptive adversarial inference is to
discover source-similar target samples and achieve domain-
level alignment across source-similar and source-dissimilar
sets. However, domain-invariant features learned with ad-
versarial learning fail to represent the category-level match-
ing. In addition, without annotation over target domain,
it becomes difficult to identify the category relationship
among samples. The intuitive solution to the challenge is
to directly provide each sample with pseudo-label, which
easily results in the negative influence on model training,
especially during the initialization stage, due to the uncer-
tainty of pseudo-label. Inspired by the contrastive learning
[1], we design a novel discriminative dual classifier explor-
ing the association of paired samples to achieve the class-
wise alignment in unsupervised manner.

Concretely, each visual instance within a batch is trans-
formed into the label space via the source classifier Ii =
σ(psi ) ∈ RK which we use to capture the similarity of
any paired samples through sij = I⊤

i Ij in Figure 2. The
larger sij denotes that the i-th and j-th samples belong to
the same category with higher probability, vice versa. How-
ever, we fail to confidently judge the relationship of several
pairs when sij lies in the middle interval. Thus, all pairs
of each mini-batch are divided into three subsets: positive,
uncertain and negative sets by comparing sij with the upper
bound µ(t) and lower bound l(t) defined as: µ(t) = µ0 − λµ · t

l(t) = l0 + λl · t
0 ≤ l(t) ≤ µ(t) ≤ 1

γij =

 1, sij > µ(t)
−1, sij < l(t)
0, otherwise

where µ(t) as well as l(t) are the linear functions of epoch
t starting from zero, and µ0 and l0 are the initial upper
and lower bounds, respectively, and λµ and λl separately
control the decreasing and increasing rate of µ0 and l0.
The pairs are definitely classified into positive (γij = 1)
and negative (γij = −1) subsets when sij > µ(t) and
sij < l(t), respectively. For other cases, we temporarily
neglect the ambiguous associations with l(t) < sij < µ(t)
by γij = 0. As the piecemeal change of µ(t) and l(t), our
method adaptively makes the judgement for more pairs.

To achieve class-wise alignment, the relation of positive
pairs must be further intensified to learn more similar fea-
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ture representation for themselves. Similar with [1], we de-
velop the contrastive loss for each positive pair of example
(i, j) formulated as:

ξ(i, j) = − log
exp(sij)∑b

v=1 I(v ̸= i)|γiv| exp(siv)
, (2)

where b is the size of each batch and |γiv| means the abso-
lute value of γiv . According to the monotonic property1, we
obtain the optimization of Eq. (2) approximates the mini-
mum value of function with sij → 1. That illustrates σ(psi )
and σ(psj) follow the more similar probability distribution.
And the property is transmitted into the output of feature
generator due to the frozen source classifier so that samples
from the identical class distribute closer to each other in the
high-level feature space. Thus, we adopt Eq. 2 on all posi-
tive pairs and reformulate the final contrastive objective:

min
F

Lp = I[µ(λ) > l(λ)]

b∑
i=1

b∑
j=1,j ̸=i

I(γij = 1)ξ(i, j). (3)

Note that Eq. (3) makes no sense under µ(λ) ≤ l(λ)
since we fail to find new positive pairs to optimize it.

3.2.3 Self-Supervised Rotation

So far, we mainly consider how to transfer knowledge into
target domain only with the guidance of well-trained source
model. However, the pure classification model heavily re-
lies on the given source data, which is often lying imbal-
anced distribution, further limiting the generalization ability
of target classifier. To solve this, we explore self-supervised
rotation manner over target domain to augment the sam-
ple space, which enhances the learning of feature extraction
and target classifier. In other words, the model is able to
easily see more variances per high-confident predicted tar-
get sample. Following [44], we set four rotation degrees
θ ∈ {0o, 90o, 180o, 270o} with corresponding 4-class rota-
tion labels yr. Within one batch, we randomly select ro-
tation label yr and then have access to the new processed
image x̂t

i by rotating the original image xt
i with 90oyr. In

addition, we also introduce the rotation classifier Cr(·) in
Figure 2 taking F (x̂t

i) as input and predicting the rotation
label. Finally, the cross-entropy loss is adopted to measure
the difference between prediction and ground-truth rotation
as follows:

min
F,Cr

Lr = −
b∑

i=1

yri log(F (x̂t
i)). (4)

1When the variable x ∈ [0, 1], the objective function f(x) =

− log
exp(x)

exp(x)+a
achieves the minimum value when x = 1, since f

′
(x) <

0 meaning f(x) is monotonically decreasing when x ∈ [0, 1].

By identifying the rotation degree, the model effectively
captures the important visual signals from original images
for object classification.

3.3. Overall Objective and Optimization

The above description has specifically illustrated how
our method works for source-free domain adaptation. It is
simple to notice that the training of model mainly involves
the update of three modules (i.e., feature generator F (·), ro-
tation classifier Cr(·), and target classifier Ct(·)) with the
following overall objective:

min
F,Cr

Lc +Lc′′ +Lp + ηLr, (5)

min
Ct

Lc +Lc′ , (6)

where η is the trade-off parameter. To achieve the adaptive
adversarial operation, we adopt iterative manner to alter-
nately optimize three modules. First, the source and target
classifiers take the features from generator as input to access
the class prediction which we use to update the feature gen-
erator and rotation classifier via Eq. (5) with frozen the tar-
get multi-class classifier Ct(·). Second, we only optimize
the target classifier when fixing F (·) and Cr(·) with Eq. (6).
Third, the adversarial training repeats the above two steps
until we reach the convergence or maximum epochs.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Details

§ Datasets. Office-31 [30] as a popular benchmark contains
three domains: Amazon (A), Webcam (W) and DSLR (D).
The specific number of image for each domain is 2,817 (A),
795 (W) and 498 (D), and three domains share the identi-
cal label space with 31 categories. Adapting model from
source to target domain on Office-31 not only eliminates
the domain shift but also overcomes additional challenge
resulting from the data scale imbalance such as task A→D.
Office-Home [34] consists of 15,500 images collected from
four domains Realworld (Rw), Clipart (Cl), Art (Ar), Prod-
uct (Pr) and there are 65 categories per domain. The chal-
lenges of 12 domain adaptation tasks mainly result from
more object categories and considerable domain discrep-
ancy. VisDA [29] is a challenging large-scale benchmark
with 12 classes typically used to evaluate model adaptation
from synthetic domain to real domain. The source domain
involves 152 thousands synthetic images which the 3D ren-
dering model produces under various conditions. The vali-
dation set is considered as the target domain containing 55
thousands real object images from MS-COCO [22].
§ Implementation. According to [21], for the source
model, we separately consider Resnet-50 and Resnet-101
as backbones to extract high-level features from two object
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Table 1. Comparisons of Object Classification Accuracy (%) of
Source-free Domain Adaptation on Office-31. The best accuracy
for source-free tasks is highlighted with bold type, while we use
underline to emphasize the highest result for source-need task.

Method A→D A→W D→A D→W W→A W→D Avg

So
ur

ce
-N

ee
de

d ResNet [10] 68.9 68.4 62.5 96.7 60.7 99.3 76.1
DANN [8] 79.7 82.0 68.2 96.9 67.4 99.1 82.2
SAFN [38] 90.7 90.1 73.0 98.6 70.2 99.8 87.1
CDAN [25] 92.9 94.1 71.0 98.6 69.3 100.0 87.7

BNM [4] 90.3 91.5 70.9 98.5 71.6 100.0 87.1
MCC [11] 95.6 95.4 72.6 98.6 73.9 100.0 89.4
SRDC [32] 95.8 95.7 76.7 99.2 77.1 100.0 90.8

So
ur

ce
-F

re
e SFDA [15] 92.2 91.1 71.0 98.2 71.2 99.5 87.2

SDDA [17] 85.3 82.5 66.4 99.0 67.7 99.8 83.5
SoFA [43] 73.9 71.7 53.7 96.7 54.6 98.2 74.8
SHOT [21] 94.0 90.1 74.7 98.4 74.3 99.9 88.6

Ours 94.5 94.0 76.7 99.2 76.1 100.0 90.1

datasets and VisDA, and replace the original last FC layer
with a new bottleneck layer followed by Batch Normaliza-
tion (BN). The source classifier Cs consists of one FC layer
and a weight normalization layer. During adaptation, we
introduce the target classifier Ct with the same architecture
as Cs and the rotation classifier Cr including two FC lay-
ers. In addition, we initialize Ct with the parameters of Cs

by appending Gaussian noises from N(0, I). As for the
optimizer, we adopt SDG with momentum 0.9 and weight
decay 1e−3. The initial learning rates on Office-31/Office-
Home for the pre-trained backbone and new added compo-
nents are 1e−3 and 1e−2 respectively, however, they are set
as 1e−4 and 1e−2 for VisDA. Moreover, we set the identical
upper and lower bounds for all experiments as µ0 = 0.95,
l0 = 0.45, λµ = 9.9e−3 and λl = 9.9e−4. Source code of
this work is available online2.
§ Baselines. The comparisons include two categories of do-
main adaptation algorithms. One is vanilla domain adapta-
tion, which requires source and target data at the same time
to solve the domain shift, such as Resnet [10], DANN [8],
SAFN [38], CDAN [25], SRDC [32], BNM [4] and MCC
[11]. Additionally, we also compare the recent state-of-the-
art source-free domain adaptation models, i.e., SFDA [15],
SHOT [21], SDDA [17] and SoFA [43]. Note that since MA
[19] needs to generate additional target samples on solving
source-free task, we make no comparison with it.

4.2. Comparison Results

Tables 1-3 report the results of object classification on
Office-31, Office-Home and VisDA, respectively. From
the investigation of them, our proposed Adaptive Adversar-
ial Network (A2Net) achieves the highest average accu-
racy across three benchmarks when compared with others

2https://github.com/HaifengXia/SFDA

for source-free domain adaptation, which illustrates the de-
sign of A2Net effectively transfers knowledge only from
source model to assist the target data recognition. In addi-
tion, we can easily achieve three important conclusions by
making delicate comparisons over these competitors.

First of all, A2Net provides well-trained source model
with more powerful adaptation ability when evaluated on
unsupervised target domain, especially for small scale
source domain. For example, with D and W as source
domains on Office-31, our approach outperforms the sec-
ond highest accuracy from SHOT by 2.0% and 1.8% when
adapting to the target domain A. As we all know, there exists
serious imbalanced data scale challenge across source and
target domain, i.e., D (498) vs A (2,817) and W (795) vs A.
The classifier firstly trained on small-scale source domain
has so insufficient generalization ability that it ineffectively
is applied to large-scale target domain. Thus, it is difficult
for SHOT with frozen classifier to accurately move abun-
dant target features into the source classification boundary.
However, our A2Net adopts flexible target classifier with
adversarial training to adapt it to target features. This is
the main reason for our success on these two tasks. And
A2Net beats several UDA based methods such as SAFN
and BNM by a large margin, which means even if we fail
to access the source data, our method still exploits the finite
source knowledge to achieve better adaptation.

Second, our proposed method also effectively overcomes
the negative influence of significant domain discrepancy.
To the best of our knowledge, there exists significant do-
main shift between Ar and Cl because of the considerable
difference of image styles. However, A2Net surpasses
SFDA by 10% for this adaptation task since our proposed
method adaptively distinguishes the source-similar target
samples from source-dissimilar ones and explores adver-
sarial manner to gradually eliminate domain discrepancy.
Moreover, with the increasing of object category, we notice
that all methods suffer from the performance degradation on
Office-Home when compared with their results of Office-
31. But the contrastive category-wise matching depends on
the constraint over positive paired samples to learn so ex-
plicit classification boundary that A2Net still achieves the
best classification accuracy among the baselines.

Third, the experimental results in Table 3 fully demon-
strate that our designed algorithm makes sense to solve
source-free domain adaptation with the large-scale bench-
mark. Specifically, A2Net obtains higher classification
accuracy than other state-of-the-art methods in most adap-
tation tasks on VisDA and makes more accurate identify on
several confusing objects such as bus and car.

4.3. Empirical Analysis

§ Feature Visualization & Confusion Matrix. Accord-
ing to the experimental results in Table 1 and the working
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Table 2. Comparisons of Object Classification Accuracy (%) of Source-free Domain Adaptation on Office-Home. The best accuracy for
source-free tasks is highlighted with bold type, while we use underline to emphasize the highest result for source-need task.

Method Ar→Cl Ar→Pr Ar→Rw Cl→Ar Cl→Pr Cl→Rw Pr→Ar Pr→Cl Pr→Rw Rw→Ar Rw→Cl Rw→Pr Avg

So
ur

ce
-N

ee
de

d Resnet[10] 46.3 67.5 75.9 59.1 59.9 62.7 58.2 41.8 74.9 67.4 48.2 74.2 61.3
DANN [8] 45.6 59.3 70.1 47.0 58.5 60.9 46.1 43.7 68.5 63.2 51.8 76.8 57.6
SAFN [37] 52.0 71.7 76.3 64.2 69.9 71.9 63.7 51.4 77.1 70.9 57.1 81.5 67.3
CDAN [25] 50.7 70.6 76.0 57.6 70.0 70.0 57.4 50.9 77.3 70.9 56.7 81.6 65.8

BNM [4] 52.3 73.9 80.0 63.3 72.9 74.9 61.7 49.5 79.7 70.5 53.6 82.2 67.9
SRDC [32] 52.3 76.3 81.0 69.5 76.2 78.0 68.7 53.8 81.7 76.3 57.1 85.0 71.3

So
ur

ce
-F

re
e SFDA[15] 48.4 73.4 76.9 64.3 69.8 71.7 62.7 45.3 76.6 69.8 50.5 79 65.7

SoFA[43] - 74.1 77.6 - 71.8 75.1 - - - - - - -
SHOT [21] 57.1 78.1 81.5 68.0 78.2 78.1 67.4 54.9 82.2 73.3 58.8 84.3 71.8

Ours 58.4 79.0 82.4 67.5 79.3 78.9 68.0 56.2 82.9 74.1 60.5 85.0 72.8

Table 3. Comparisons of Object Classification Accuracy (%) of Source-free Domain Adaptation on VisDA. The best accuracy for source-
free tasks is highlighted with bold type, while we use underline to emphasize the highest result for source-need task.

Methods plane bcycl bus car horse knife mcycl person plant sktbrd train truck Per-Class

So
ur

ce
-N

ee
de

d Resnet [10] 55.1 53.3 61.9 59.1 80.6 17.9 79.7 31.2 81.0 26.5 73.5 8.5 52.4
DANN [8] 81.9 77.7 82.8 44.3 81.2 29.5 65.1 28.6 51.9 54.6 82.8 7.8 57.4
CDAN [25] 85.2 66.9 83.0 50.8 84.2 74.9 88.1 74.5 83.4 76.0 81.9 28.0 73.9
SAFN [38] 93.6 61.3 84.1 70.6 94.1 79.0 91.8 79.6 89.9 55.6 89.0 24.4 76.1
MCC [11] 88.7 80.3 80.5 71.5 90.1 93.2 85.0 71.6 89.4 73.8 85.0 36.9 78.8

So
ur

ce
-F

re
e SFDA [15] 86.9 81.7 84.6 63.9 93.1 91.4 86.6 71.9 84.5 58.2 74.5 42.7 76.7

SoFA [43] - - - - - - - - - - - - 64.6
SHOT [21] 94.3 88.5 80.1 57.3 93.1 94.9 80.7 80.3 91.5 89.1 86.3 58.2 82.9

Ours 94.0 87.8 85.6 66.8 93.7 95.1 85.8 81.2 91.6 88.2 86.5 56.0 84.3

mechanism of model, when compared with other state-of-
the-art baselines, it is simple to notice that A2Net is non-
sensitive to the mismatch of cross-domain data scale, where
source domain contains much fewer instances than target
domain. To further explore how our work achieves it, we
provide the visualization of embedding feature and confu-
sion matrix in Figure 3 with large- or small- scale source do-
main. Concretely, the well-trained target model of A2Net
and source-only ResNet are frozen to extract the high-level
features before the classifier from the unseen source do-
main and unlabeled target one. And we carry out the ex-
periments on Office-31 since it exists the imbalanced data
scale challenge, i.e., A (2,817) vs D (498), and A (2,817)
vs W (795). The comparison between Fig. 3 (a) and (b)
illustrates the model trained on large-scale source domain
has more powerful generalization ability than that with
smaller-scale one. With A as source domain, A2Net eas-
ily distinguishes source-similar target features from source-
dissimilar ones and gradually aligns these two parts by us-
ing soft-adversarial mechanism. Thus, after adaptation, tar-
get features of each category (produced by A2Net) almost
distribute the boundary of source domain. Under this condi-
tion, our target classifier being similar to the original source
one exactly identifies them. However, with source model
trained on D, even if the model has finished the adaptation,
there are abundant target features far away from the corre-

sponding source class so that the original source classifier
difficultly make an accurate decision on them. The flexible
target classifier of our method, thus, fully shows the impor-
tance of its optimization, which facilitates model to adapt
itself to target features instead of only adjusting feature
learning as SHOT [21]. Beneficial from the dual-classifier
design, our work achieves the highest classification accu-
racy on task D→A in Table 1. In addition, the confusion
matrix derived from task W→A demonstrates our method
learns more compact category subspace by intensifying the
association of positive pairs with contrastive loss to achieve
category-wise matching across source-similar and source-
dissimilar sets.
§ Ablation Study, Parameter Analysis & Training Sta-
bility. Our A2Net mainly consists of three modules: soft-
adversarial inference, contrastive category-wise matching
and self-supervised rotation which support the model adap-
tation from various perspectives. Therefore, we attempt to
separately remove each module from them to investigate the
change of classification accuracy on two tasks D→A and
W→A. According to the experimental results in Fig. 4 (b),
we achieve the conclusion that the soft-adversarial mecha-
nism has an important and positive influence on improving
the generalization of model. Without the adversarial opera-
tion, it becomes tough to effectively promote adaptation of
the target classifier so that the model heavily relies on the
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(a) ResNet (A → W ) (b) A2Net(A → W ) (c) ResNet (D → A) (d) A2Net(D → A)
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(e) ResNet (W → A)
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(f) A2Net(W → A)

Figure 3. Resulst of Feature Visualization and Confusion Matrix. (a)-(d) show high-level source (red) and target (blue) features generated
by source-only model (Resnet-50) and our A2Net. Note that we only exploit source data to draw the t-SNE without any use of it during
adaptation stage. (e) and (f) are the confusion matrices, comparing the ground-truth and the category prediction from ResNet and our
model, respectively.

(a) Parameter Analysis. (b) Ablation Study.
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(c) Training Stability.
Figure 4. (a) Parameter Analysis records the object recognition accuracy with the varying η. (b) Ablation Study shows the influence of
removing each constraint on the performance of our model. (c) Training Stability reports the object recognition ability of target classifier
as the increasing number of epoch.

performance of the frozen source classifier. Similarly, re-
moving the contrastive category matching also results in the
performance degradation since this module mainly exploits
the existed knowledge of source model to explore the rela-
tion of any two target samples and controls the compactness
of each target class subspace by using contrastive loss over
all positive pairs. In terms of the rotation design, it actually
makes a small contribution to the improvement of perfor-
mance by learning additional semantics from target images
in self-supervised manner. However, we still promote the
adaptation ability of model via the adjustment of parameter
η balancing the rotation constraint and others. For instance,
Fig. 4 (a) reports the relation between the varying η and tar-
get classification accuracy. These two tasks of Office-Home
both achieve the highest performance with η = 0.3. Finally,
considering the adversarial game between feature generator
and dual-classifier , we show the change of object recogni-
tion accuracy as the increasing of epoch in Fig. 4 (c). With
the adversarial training manner, the target classifier gradu-
ally improves its classification ability in a stable rhythm.

5. Conclusions
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) assumes the

well-annotated source domain and unlabeled target images
are both available for the model training. However, many
practical applications only access the well-trained source
model instead of source data during adaptation stage, which
is defined as source-free domain adaptation. To overcome
the novel scenario, this paper proposes Adaptive Adversar-
ial Network (A2Net) including three operations. First,
A2Net develops a soft-adversarial mechanism to learn a
flexible target classifier promoting the recognition of sam-
ples which the frozen source classifier difficultly identifies.
Second, it explores the contrastive loss over all positive
paired target samples to intensify the compactness of each
category subspace. Finally, the self-supervised rotation is
adopted to learn additional semantics from target images
to learn more discriminative features. Moreover, experi-
ments of three popular benchmarks illustrate our method
effectively achieves domain adaptation without source data.
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